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NOW I GET IT!
NEC 3D DLP® PROJECTORS HELP SCHOOL CHILDREN ENGAGE WITH THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE

A hand reaches out for the hammer. It’s right there, next to the anvil and the
stirrup. But that small hand passes straight through, because this particular
model of a human ear is just a 3D projection. Primary school pupils at
Munich’s “Grundschule an der Simmernstraße” are experiencing new ways
of learning. And innovative technology is helping them better understand
what they are learning. A special classroom has been set up with computers
and interactive whiteboards, along with both 2D and 3D projectors.
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Dr. Kirch asked children who had taken part in 3D
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stations is the NEC 3D projector. At the moment

learning as well,” says Dr. Kirch.

to the pyramids, for example. Or a journey through

there is only a limited amount of content available in
German. “Ultimately, the content will be the deciding

the inside of a human heart. All feasible in a single
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school day thanks to 3D. And that’s why Dr. Kirch

factor in relation to how fast this technology spreads.

can say with certainty: “3D technology enriches the
Using technology in lessons has definitely been

process of adding educational content to broaden

worthwhile. Professor Anne Bamford describes a
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Many 3D providers in various sectors are in the

learning experience enormously.”
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